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WOOD FLOORING AND UNDERFLOOR HEATING TECHNICAL
DOCUMENT No. SWF UFH 100/2017
If the advice below is not followed then any warranties on our flooring will be invalid.
Please see our terms and conditions and Storage, Fitting and Maintenance Instructions.
All sales are based on our standard Terms and Conditions. You should also confirm that
you have read the Product Specification Data Sheet and the Storage Fitting and
Maintenance Instructions. These can be found in the product details on the web site.
This article has been produced after extensive research and more importantly our own
experience in fitting wooden flooring over underfloor heating (UFH). All of our engineered
wooden flooring is suitable for any type of UFH. There is a very interesting article from Brain
Sensecall at the end of this publication that gives an independent view of wooden flooring
with UFH. As carpets are an insulating material they are not as effective with UFH.

The following are the basic steps when you are considering choosing UFH with a wooden
floor. Wooden flooring is the best material and choice for UFH as it is natural, warm to the
touch (not like stone) and environmentally friendly as it is a renewable source that helps the
environment and reduces global warming. You should get a certificate from the company
that fitted the UFH system to ensure that it is fully operational with controlled temperatures
so that the surface temperature does not exceed 27 degrees centigrade. The only way to
control the surface temperature of the screed is with flow control vales and not
thermostats.
If no certification is available from the installer.
Before the floor is fitted the under floor heating system should be calibrated back to
the boiler to ensure the surface temperatures of the sub floor is correct.
If there is no certification it may well invalidate any guarantees that apply to the
wooden flooring and you should look at UFH problems.

Choice of System
Your choice of a UFH system will depend on your current sub floors, height restrictions and
what you want the system to do for you. A good source of information can be found on this
web site http://www.uhma.org.uk/ Electric carbon film and mat systems are acceptable
for background heat and many are now getting more effective but hot water system are
generally more efficient and when you glue a wooden floor directly to the heated screed
you get the best floor with the warmest touch.
There are a large number of systems available but we always advise our clients to choose
carefully and ensure that whoever fits the system is qualified and follows the manufactures
requirements and advice. A lot of hot water systems do not control the boiler temperature
properly which can lead to hot spots and other issue affecting whatever you lay on the
floor. A typical boiler will heat water to about 82 degrees which is much too hot for pipes in
an underfloor heating system.
Any system you install must have the pipe temperature controlled by valves and not
thermostats. In the John Guest and Nu Heat system the hot water pumped from the boiler
goes to a pump rack, where it is mixed to approximately 50 degrees centigrade and is then
distributed via a manifold to the heating circuits.
The surface temperature of the screed for wood flooring must never exceed 27 degrees
centigrade.

Water Based Systems taken from http://www.underfloorheating.co.uk/

Choice of Wooden Floor
You should always choose an engineered floor dried down to at least 8% moisture content.
Engineered Wooden Floors from the Solid Wood Flooring Company are a perfect match with
UFH and the choice will be purely based on personal taste and what matches your budget
and decor. We have over 90 different wood floors in our top quality engineered flooring
range so please choose some samples from our wood floor product guide and we will post
them to you first class, free of charge so that you can decide on the most suitable colour and
finish for your project.

Concrete and Anhydrite Screeds
There's been much discussion amongst flooring contractors in recent months about the
thorny subject of anhydrite screeds. Many installations are failing, seemingly because of the
highly specific requirements needed to ensure success. So much so, that the Contract
Flooring Association has published a technical paper on the generic installation of floor
coverings onto these calcium sulfate-based screeds, see more information here:
http://www.schluter.co.uk/tiling-on-anhydrite-screeds.aspx Anhydrite screeds are a
mixture of screeding sand and binder and are more porous than concrete screeds; these
should NOT therefore be sealed with a DPM before installing wood flooring because as
Anhydrite screeds are gypsum based any moisture kept in the screed will break down its
structure. We always prefer clients to have a concrete screed which ideally should be
between 60mm and 70mm which allows a more consistent heat dissipation. General
cement and Anhydrite screeds dry out at the rate of 1mm per day.

You can see the Contract Flooring Association document here:
http://www.cfa.org.uk/userfiles/members/Installation%20of%20Floorcoverings%20on%2
0Anhydrite%20Screeds.pdf
Our Technical document on Anhydrite Screeds can be seen here:
https://www.thesolidwoodflooringcompany.com/technical-woodflooringlibrary/Understanding_The_Requirements_Of_Gypsum_Anhydrite_Calcium_Based_Screed_
And_Wood_Flooring.Pdf
We always feel that a normal concrete screed is best for UFH see more information from a
specialist company here http://www.ocscreeding.co.uk/Choosing-Screed-for-Under-FloorHeating.html
If you have any sand and cement type screed you should always seal the surface with a
damp proof membrane (DPM) It protects the screed against moisture penetration from the
surface, and prevents any potential long-term problems.

Sub Floors and Joists
All sub floors must be prepared in accordance with normal sub floor preparation procedures
and accepted tolerances within the flooring industry ideally SR1. If you use our SW890 MS
Polymer you can glue our floors to an SR 2 screed. Before fitting the wood flooring,
particular attention must be paid to ensure that:Moisture content of timber floors must not exceed 10% (ours are less than this)

The moisture content of the concrete screed must not be higher than 1.8 %
Evenness – maximum tolerance of 3mm per linear metre where the maximum
deviation in flatness in any direction is 3mm under a 3 metre straight edge.
Load capacity – The sub floor has to be a closed and self–supporting surface
Cleanliness – the sub floor needs to be in a clean and vacuumed condition
Any plywood or Chipboard subfloor must be high quality and also sealed.
Joists must be in good condition and not more than 350mm centres

Installation of UFH
This should be left to qualified installers recommended by the manufacturer of the UFH
system and you must have “flow” control valves to ensure that the temperature never
exceeds 27 degrees where the wood floor meets the screed or underlay. You cannot achieve
this with thermostats. The best system is to have sensors fitted into the screed that will turn
the system off if the surface temperature exceeds 27 degrees.
There are so many UFH systems on the market today which means we cannot cover all
aspects of UFH installation here. There are some relevant links and the main points to watch
out for are:
Hot water pipes must be at least 65mm below the top surface of the screed to
ensure you get an even heat distribution and no “hot spots”
There must be sufficient insulation below the UFH and also a good DPM to prevent
heat loss and moisture being drawn up through the screed
Ensure that you meet all building regulations and terms and condition of the UFH
system manufacturer, do not take short cuts to save money as the longer term
costs could be enormous.
NEVER dry the screed out by using the underfloor heating system you will destroy
the integrity of the cement screed.
If you have reduced the underfloor heating pipe spacing on perimeter areas, for
example where there are a lot of windows it is advisable to have a high quality
engineered wood floor to stop any chance of problems in the future, in addition
leave additional spacing around the perimeter,

Commissioning an UFH system before installing a wooden floor. You must
never install a wooden floor before commissioning the system as set out below.
To gain the best performance from your heating system and the finished floor it is
important to have all components working together.
Hot water radiant underfloor heating system must be installed in conjunction with
the manufacturer’s guidelines and commissioned and run for 21 days to ensure that
the system is fully operational.
The screed must have a moisture content less than 1.8% before the underfloor
heating system is started up. If the screed is 75mm then in normal weather
conditions this will take at least 75 days to cure and dry out.

Set the water temperature in the pipes to 20 degrees Celsius on the first day, and
then gradually increase by a maximum of 5 degrees Celsius every 24 hours, up to a
max. 45 degrees Celsius. This maximum temperature must then be maintained for
approx. 8 days. This is controlled by flow valves and not thermostats.
Then reduce the water temperature in the pipes in the reverse order over 8 days.
The total procedure to take 21 days.
During this procedure ensure that there is good ventilation in the room so that any
moisture that is there will be released and can be correctly discharged.
After commissioning, the installer should provide documentary evidence of
commissioning; particularly the temperatures achieved at the finished sub floor, and
these should be available to the trades that follow. This documentation should fully
explain how the surface temperature of the screed is controlled by the flow valves.
CRITICAL: The surface temperature must never exceed 27 degrees centigrade.
Timescale: Run heating for 21 days
Flow Temperature Controls.
Unless a condensing boiler with a low temperature control is being installed then a mixing
valve is used to reduce the temperature of a normal boiler which is 82 degrees down to
about 50 degrees which will give a surface temperature on the screed of about 25 agrees
depending on the pipe spacing. This is the safe way to control the system. In more advanced
controllers, called weather compensators, use an external sensor and programmer to adjust
flow and temperature to compensate for outside conditions. It is vital to have a device to
control the boiler and pump to prevent flow temperatures exceeding safety limits. There are
new sensors that are part of the subfloor and will turn the system off if it gets to 27 degrees
at the surface.
Acclimatisation of wooden flooring
Before starting the installation, the 20mm Engineered floor boards need to be brought into
the room where they will be installed after the 21 day initial running period, and exposed to
the climatic conditions. The acclimatisation will comprise:All wet trades must have finished and screeds dry with moisture levels below 8%
and humidity below 65 %
The UFH system must have been commissioned and turned on.
Leaving the boards in their cartons with the ends open.
Storing the boards for at least 14 days
The boards should be laid flat at least 300mm from the nearest wall
There must be some battens under the bottom layer of cartons so that air can
circulate.
The room temperature must be at least 18 degrees C.
The floor surface temperature must be a minimum of 15 degrees C.
The air relative humidity must be between 40% and 65%.

CRITICAL: The surface temperature of the screed must never exceed 27 degrees C.
Methods of installing a wooden floor with UFH
Concrete and Anhydrite Screeds: Glue down using SW890 MS Polymer Adhesive
and leave to dry for 48 hours after fitting before turning on the heating system.
Floating Floors for other surface finishes: you should always glue a floor if possible as
you will not get such effective heat transfer if you float a wood floor. Make sure that
you have a recommended underlay or where you have electric heating that the
appropriate barrier between the carbon heating wires is installed and then lay the
boards by gluing the tongue and grooves together with a high quality wood
adhesive. We recommend and supply the Timbermate Heat Flow Underlay.
Secret Nailing or Secret Screwing to Joists: Ensure that there are no air gaps
between the surface of the boards and heating system as air is an insulator and you
will not get effective heat transference with potential hot spots. THE BOARDS MUST
NEVER DIRECTLY TOUCH ANY HOT WATER PIPE.
Commissioning the UFH system after the wood is installed
It is important not to shock the floor by introducing the heat too quickly and after starting
the heating system:
Wood flooring will have some moisture in its cell structure and natural oils help to maintain
this. if the floor is overheated and allowed to dry too much then the fibrous nature of the
cell structure will start to split. Water based finishes should be applied professionally so as
not to create problems when the heating system is turned back on.
Once the floor is fitted the system should not be turned back on for at leads 48 hours, and if
the floors have been oiled it is important to follow the manufacturer’s curing time before
turning the system back on. It is important not to dry the oils out by turning the system back
on. For Natural oils this could mean not turning the system back on for 14 days.
Also after the oils have cured you should turn the system back on and increase the
temperature by 1 to 2 degrees a day using the flow controls and keeping the thermostats
very low. Wood flooring is a living thing on oiled floors always keep them maintained.
More detailed information is available on specialist underfloor heating system web sites
such as John Guest. Click on the thermostat control to see all the information
here: http://www.jgspeedfit.com/Home/Products/Underfloor-Heating/Network-ControlSystem---Controls/TOUCHPAD-NETWORK-CONTROLLER-(1).aspx You can also visit the NuHeat site for additional information http://www.nu-heat.co.uk/s.nl/it.I/id.395/.f
Ongoing maintenance and use of the floor and UFH system
Generally the temperatures should not vary drastically and in a perfect world the UFH
should never be turned off just kept at a very low temperature. Always try to avoid taking
the floor from one extreme of heat and humidity to another within a very short timescale.
Ideally the room temperature should be 20 degrees Celsius and not lower than 18 degrees
Celsius. The air relative humidity should be between 35% & 60%.

If you do turn off the system and the floor gets cold as it can in Summer then you must
turn the system back on in a controlled fashion as you would when commissioning the
system after installing the wood floor. If you turn it back on to full heat this will “shock”
the wood flooring and could cause lifting or the top layer of engineered boards delaminating.
The maximum temperature of the wooden floor should never exceed 27 degrees Celsius to
avoid excessive drying-out problems, which can cause stresses in the wooden floor.
You must also use the recommended maintenance kit to clean and look after your floor.
This article has been taken from the UFHA web site Brian Sensecall of the Underfloor
Heating Manufacturers Association (UHMA) describes the basic steps required to ensure a
perfect match:
We live in hard times – at least when it comes to flooring. In many UK homes carpets have been
confined to the bedrooms while the public indulges its current tastes for hard floor finishes –
stones, ceramic, slate and, the current favourite, wood.
Sales of polished timber floors have risen sharply – matching the booming demand for underfloor
heating systems. But are they a match? There are those with insufficient experience of underfloor
heating and/or timber who question the relationship. Their minds can and should be put at rest.
However, since success and failure often march close together, it’s worth restating a few of the
fundamentals to make that “success” is the certain outcome.
Many types of wood flooring are suitable for use with underfloor heating (and cooling) - but not
all. If in doubt, the first step is to consult a Specialist Supplier, the Timber Research and
Development Association (TRADA), British Standard 8201:1987, or all three, as to the
characteristics of the type in question.
The most essential prerequisite before heating a wood floor is moisture control. Being a natural
organic material, wood has a density in the region of only 500-700 kg/m3, which is about 33% of
concrete. Newly felled timber is made up of long cellulose strands bonded by lignin with “veins” and
“arteries”. Sap and water vapour content accounts for more than 50% of the log’s mass.
Mature ‘seasoned’ timbers from the specialist suppliers have controlled moisture contents ranging
from 28% saturation - below which point shrinkage effects become noticeable - to 6% when ‘bone
dry’ where shrinkage ceases to be a factor.
The Laws of Thermodynamics inextricably link moisture content, vapour pressure and
temperature, so when wood is used to conduct heat, best practise requires that the floor top
surface temperature should not exceed 27oC (75W/m2). A practical guide to moisture content can
be found in BS;8201:1987.
Virtually all shrinkage takes place across the grain (not along the length) where 1% moisture
content change or +/- 5% Relative Humidity = approximately 2mm per metre movement of timber.
However, this should not to be confused with thermal linear expansion of timber which is about
half that of concrete.
Importantly, if boards are initially laid at say 9-10%, then during operation the moisture content
can be expected to fall to 6-8% with an attendant shrinkage.
Clearly, not all wooden floors are heated continuously, but in all cases a suitable gap to permit thermal and
humidity driven expansion and contraction effects must exist around all room perimeters, internal corners,
floor ducts, posts, manholes, and neighbouring floors. The amount of expansion gap is never less than 8mm,
and often13mm -15mm (if in doubt consult a timber expert).

Thermal Resistance of Engineered Wood Floors
The thermal resistance measurements regarding underfloor heating systems with a screed
when using engineered wood flooring are below.
15mm thick engineered boards with a 4mm or 6mm top layer 0.08 m2 K/W / 0.8 TOG
20mm thick engineered boards with a 4mm or 6mm top layer 0.10 m2 K/W / 1.0 TOG
The MS Polymer adhesive we use to glue the boards to the screed dries like a hard rubber
and ensures good heat transmission this is manufactured for us by Sika and is referred to as
SW 890
We have never had any problems with our 20mm thick boards with underfloor heating
systems especially those that have a 70mm thick screed hot water system with a control
flow valve that restricts the temperature of the water out of the boiler into the heating
pipes to a maximum of 55 degrees and pipe centres of 200mm.
Pre-Installation Measures
It’s essential that the on-site team consider how a suitable environment for kiln-dried
timber is to be created during installation in any newly constructed or refurbished building.
It will be necessary to pre-condition the room by pre-heating the floor very carefully by
raising the temperature of the embedded pipes, or cables.
Modern timber floors - must meet Building Regulations Part L: 2006, and Part E which
requires a layer of not less than 100mm thick mineral wool insulation to be laid between
joists as an acoustic barrier. This also acts as additional thermal insulation, enabling the floor
heating system to operate even more efficiently. Whenever wood floor/electric UFH is
involved, attention should also be paid to the Electrical Regulations BS 7671: 2001 (see Para
5.2) where cable temperature limitations require cables to be oversized to cope with
unusual temperatures.
A word of caution - the addition of carpets on wooden floors can add 15 oC to the
temperature between floor and carpet. Thus to achieve a 27 oC floor surface temperature
(75 W/m2 output) may require water pipes to operate at 50-55oC
Designers should, therefore, make sure that the heat loss of the structure is less than 75
W/m2 to ensure the timber floor can operate at or below the maximum permitted 50oC
contact temperature for timber and wood products.
Finally, installing a remote thermostatic sensor device below timber floors will limit
temperature and associated humidity, thus safeguarding the client’s interests.
How to avoid Potential Problems with Wooden Floors and Underfloor Heating
We have extensively researched the market and this article is to help you when considering
the installation of underfloor heating (UFH). Wooden flooring is the best material to install
on top of any system due to it warm feel and thermal properties.
With a wooden floor in the perfect world the UFH system should always be left on even at a
low temperature. Wood is a living material even after it is cut down, kiln dried and
processed. The cellular structure will always react to its local environment and if you are
kind to your floor it will be kind to you. Remember paper is made from wood and when it
gets wet it is soggy and yet you can dry it our again but it never has the same characteristics.
If you turn off the UFH system then the boards will become cold and if left for some time in
winter or summer when the air is humid the wooden floor will pick up moisture. When the

heating is then turned back on the environment the wood is in will change dramatically, and
it can cause stress within the board, just like when we go into a hot tub in freezing weather.
We cannot guarantee any of our flooring if you do this.
Most of the problems associated with wooden floors and UFH come from the following
conditions:
Dramatic changes in the surface temperature
Hot spots
Lack of heat distribution
High humidity in the room
Operating the heating above a surface temperature of 27 degrees
Cleaning the floor with water
If any of the above applies you can get the following wooden flooring reactions
warped boards
engineered flooring that will delaminate, this is the top layer coming off
gaps appearing
if not fitted correctly you will also find the whole floor lifting
Lack of effective heat transference through the flooring
How to ensure you do not get problems
Always use a professional UFH installer
Ensure you have the right system to achieve what you want see some tips here
Never buy cheap engineered flooring
Never install solid wood flooring
Always use the best adhesives to glue the wooden flooring to the screed such as the
Bona R850 which has been designed for wooden floor with UFH
If you want an electric system then you must follow the manufacturer’s installation
requirements and make sure you do not get hot spots, some cheap systems will
cause this
Hot Spots occur where there is no effective reflector plates that spread the heat or
where the screed is too thin
Always leave the UFH system on and do not increase or decrease the temperature
excessively
You must clean the wooden floor with the appropriate maintenance kits and in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. For our flooring always use the
recommended maintenance kit if you do not then all our warranties and guarantees
are invalid.
Please see more details about UFH by clicking this link http://www.uhma.org.uk/

Hot Water Under Floor Heating System Pipe Centre’s and heating dissipation Basic
Technical Information for wooden flooring

UFH System Basics
The majority of modern UFH systems are warm water systems, which integrate high tech
plastic pipes either within or just below the floor.
Normally, water at a temperature of 47-62°C is circulated through this pipe and this warms
the floor to a surface temperature of 25-28°C, about the same temperature as the palm of
your hand.
The heat generated by radiators is transferred from a small surface area far hotter than the
space it is heating. By comparison, UFH transfers heat from a very large surface area, which
is only slightly warmer than the room.
Modern UFH systems are economical to run, virtually maintenance free and utilise effective
controls. They provide the most comfortable all round warmth of any heating system.
In concrete floors, it is usual to set out the heating pipe or cable on top of insulation before
the screed covers the pipe and completes the floor construction.
Table 2 Tiles/Hardwood The table on the next page shows the surface temperature of the
screed according to the water temperature in the pipes.
Max Heat Output Achievable by Flow Temperature Settings (Watts W/m²)
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92
75
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84
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85
69

28
26

86
76

28
27

115
93

30
28

100
77
29
89
30
200
63
28
72
28
Based on 8°C temperature drop between flow and return
Screed thickness 45mm above pipe crown
Typical thermal resistance = 0.10

108
87

32
30

22
Notes

For further information from one manufacturer please click the link below which is where
this information came from SOURCE http://www.johnguest.com/speedfit/underfloorheating/

SEE OUR STORAGE, FITTING AND MAIONTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS HERE:
Https://www.thesolidwoodflooringcompany.com/media/wysiwyg/InfoStorage
FittingMaintenanceDocUpdate.pdf

